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ABSTRACT 
The backbone of public transport in many suburban and rural areas are railways and buses, 
supported by P+R, B+R, last-mile concepts, and demand-responsive transport. Recently rail 
stations were re-designed to intermodal hubs. Their design provides barrier-free access and 
guidance for all kinds of passengers: younger and older people, visually or physically disabled 
persons, commuters or tourists with luggage or bicycles. Real-time information is displayed on 
screens respectively announced by automated voice systems. Additionally, mobility apps 
provide pre- and on-trip information and maps give guidance. 

The latest development features the systemic integration of connecting buses. Especially in 
areas with low bus frequencies it is highly important for passengers that no connection is 
missed. By including trains and buses in an operations control system train delays can be 
displayed to connecting buses and the bus drivers know by pre-defined rules how long to wait 
additionally. 

However, there are still problems: 1) interchange times cannot be planned in a way tailored to 
the needs of single passengers, 2) pre-defined rules for waiting don't fit well with the natural 
diversity of passengers, 3) mobile guiding services are not available inside pedestrian tunnels 
and station buildings, 4) digital inaccuracy prevents exact positions of lines at multiple bus 
stops from being found quickly. 

For our research project of how to overcome these obstacles we try to employ various options 
modern technologies offer in a combined way that prepares the environment and gives the 
single non-streamlined passenger a tool to get easily informed and navigated and to inform 
the driver of the connecting bus about his need to reach the connection. 

Starting from the design of stations, 3-D pedestrian models shall show how long it takes 
different kinds of passengers to make their way. Findings may result in simple measures like 
unambiguous tactile guidance up to re-design of access paths and more realistic modeling of 
interchange times. Information and guidance systems can use 3-D models for accurate maps 
inside buildings that will be guiding people on the direct way. Older or disabled people, 
foreigners and tourists with luggage or bicycles shall be enabled to subscribe to a service that 
informs the on-board unit that they are on the way to the bus. 
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In our research work, we want to find out in how far these technologies can serve the purpose 
of single passengers and where the operational boundaries are. 


